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(Amadeus). Mahler's 10 symphonies and Das Lied von der Erde are intensely personal statements

that have touched wide audiences. This survey examines each of the works, revealing their

programmatic and personal aspects, as well as Mahler's musical techniques.
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The symphonies of Gustav Mahler can be listened to on more than one level. As complex and

forward-looking as they are, they nonetheless can connect at an elemental, "visceral" level for many

listeners.However, for a fuller appreciation of both the details and the profundity which are in these

works, as well as for insight into Mahler's creative processes, some outside help is required, and

this help is usually not forthcoming from the liner or booklet notes that accompany recordings, or

from the program notes that accompany performances. This is precisely where this excellent book

by Constantin Floros fits in.First, a few words on what this book is not, and does not purport to be. It

is not a comparative discography of available performances; in fact, it neither lists nor recommends

recordings. Second, it is not a critical biography of Mahler; the interested reader is referred to the

outstanding (but much more expensive) volumes by Henry-Louis de la Grange, available elsewhere

at .com. Third, it is not a psychological study of Mahler, relating, as such a study might, such

connections between the man and the music; an excellent small volume by Theodor Adorno,

"Mahler: A Musical Physiognomy" covers that territory very well, and is also available elsewhere at

.com. Fourth, and finally, it is not a set of musical scores of the symphonies; those as well,



published by Dover in inexpensive paperback editions, can be found at .comSo, just what is this

Floros book? It is the perfect companion for the serious Mahlerite in understanding the genesis and

the thematic, harmonic and interpretational details of each of Mahler's ten symphonies, and the

interrelationships and comparisons among them.
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